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1. Introduction

The analysis of the breath signal during sleep provides key information for the revelatory analysis of the clinical symptoms of sleep diseases such as sleep apnea, etc which disturbs normal sleep and further on can become the potential cause of heart diseases. This information can be used importantly for such purposes as to remove change quantity by breathing not only for the system modeling of the cardiovascular system for the function analysis of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which is generated in the human body during sleep, but also for the accurate analysis during the analysis of the frequency of the changing rate of heartbeats, and the classification of significant electrocardiogram (ECG), which includes an accurate breath signal during sleep which has immense meaning (Park et al., 2004).

In general, the methods measuring breath signals can be largely divided into a direct method and an indirect method. A direct method which measures changes of air temperature around the nose by breathing and using a spirometer suggests a standard in research and can have accurate breath signals (Cyszarz et al., 2008). However, because of the disadvantage of cumbersome and inconvenient measurements, an indirect method, which can measure the breath of the examinee without binding and consciousness in a relatively simple measurement method, is more preferred. As these indirect methods, a method, which extracts breath by measuring the inductance and impedance changes of the thorax by breath or by measuring column changes of the thorax, and ECG-derived respiratory (EDR) method, which induces breath signals from ECG by using impacts of changes of impedance within the thorax on ECG according to the filling and exhausting of air within the lungs which accompanies it during breathing, have been suggested (Yi et al., 2006; Moody et al., 1985).

However, in the case of using a method measuring inductance or impedance changes of the thorax or column changes of the thorax for monitoring the breath during sleeping, it can disturb the normal sleeping of the examinee because the examinee has to be put on a belt or attach an electrode on the thorax. In addition, it may be difficult to detect accurate breath because lots of noise components accompany it according to the surrounding environment. Therefore, recently, the EDR method, which extracts breath signals from the ECG measured during sleep by using the conductive textile electrode, is utilized more for detecting breath
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with the minimum binding of the examinee (Park et al., 2008; Yi et al., 2006). The EDR method does not need additional hardware except the ECG measurement and in cases when there is no distortion in the QRS complex of the ECG even if noise by a power source or noise by external interference and motion (tossing) during sleep is generated, better breath signals than the existing indirect method can be extracted.

In existing early research using the EDR method, research extracting breathing forms were carried out based on amplitude changes (amplitude modulation, AM) of the R wave of the ECG, which are modulated by breathing, were implemented. As the most representative methods, there is method extracting breathing information listed on ECG with amplitude changes of the R wave of ECG and a method extracting breath through changes of the axle of heart activity by using arctangent ratio of amplitude of QRS complex between the two leads which cross at right angles using multi-leads (Mazzant et al., 2003; Behbehani et al., 2002; Travaglini et al., 1998; Correa et al., 2008). However, in cases when applying these methods actually during sleep, there are disadvantages that its characteristic can deteriorate compared to the EDR through a single lead because aspects for breathing to modulate this ECG are different according to the breathing method, the location of hearts and the level of the spinning of an axe of each individual examinee and lead I and lead III do not orthogonal actually (Park et al., 2008).

However, breathing affects other cardiovascular functions as well as on the amplitude of the ECG with impedance changes within the thorax (Noh et al., 2007). The frequency modulation method of the ECG, which changed besides the amplitude of the ECG, also began to be studied because the EDR which extracted by the amplitude modulation due to breathing can include the wrong information under sensitive situations to motion like during sleep. The frequency modulation (FM) method was developed by using respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) which causes the changes of heart activity due to breathing. RSA was first discovered in 1847 as Ludwig had observed breathing, the synchronized number of the heartbeat and the vibration of the artery blood pressure in dogs. The RSA, which is the physiological mutual interaction of respiratory quotient and circulatory system, is the change of breath and synchronized heart beat rate and interval of R peaks of the ECG becomes shortened during inhalation of the ECG and also becomes longer during exhalation (Eckberg, 1983; Hayano et al., 1996). The differences of the R-R intervals (RRIs) of these ECG can be considered to show respiratory sinus arrhythmia. RSA is generated by all of the reflective primary factors and centric primary factors and as reflective primary factors there are artery pressure reflection and lung and kidney reflection (Yi et al., 2006).

The EDR methods by the ECG amplitude modulation method and frequency modulation method were used broadly in lots of research for confirming breathing status during sleeping or walking. However, there exists a limit in extracting breathing only with simple EDR. The accurate measurement of the ECG is prioritized because these methods induce basically breathing signals through amplitude and R peak detection of the ECG. The reliability of the breathing information by these methods can be degraded if the ECG is distorted because the R peak detection of ECG is difficult due to the motions of the examinee. In particular, the algorithm for the deployment of electrodes and the lead selection of the significant optimum ECG became necessary because the changes of postures such as tossing during sleep can become very big obstacles in the acquisition of a significant ECG. Therefore, research to classify a significant ECG by judging whether the measured ECG reflects breathing signals well or not was implemented and Park et al estimated instantaneous frequency based on the Hilbert Transform and had suggested a new algorithm which selects optimum lead in which
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it possible to extract significant breathing signals by perceiving the point that the
instantaneous frequency of the breathing signals with inappropriate lead show big
frequency changes (Park et al., 2008). However, this method has a limit like selecting the
wrong lead in cases when instantaneous frequency is changed by instantaneous motions or
external noises, which can be generated during sleep because it selects optimum lead by
judging with only the changed width of the instantaneous frequency.
So, Noh et al attempted to verify that the correlation of the power spectrum in HF (high
frequency) range, which is a breathing related frequency range in the frequency analysis of
the breathing signals and heart rate variability (HRV) induced from the ECG and also tried
to classify significant data by using this fact (Noh et al., 2006). However, these elements
require high electricity consumption in the system because it must be measured in the high
sampling rate of the ECG over 500Hz for obtaining HRV signals and also a re-sampling
course is required for the analysis between interpolation and the frequency following the R
peak detection. Therefore, Noh et al had attempted the classification of the ECG signals
including significant breathing signals during sleep by introducing the heart instantaneous
frequency (HIF) concept which can efficiently replace HRV in a ubiquitous healthcare
environment (Noh et al., 2007). But, this study has disadvantages as it is impossible to
acquire a significant ECG in cases when the ECG signals become distorted by the motions of
the human body or external interference noises generated during sleep because only the
measured ECG under one lead during sleep was evaluated.
Therefore, in this study, we tried to automatically classify signals by evaluating respectively
based on HIF signals whether the ECG measured in two ECG leads (I and III) possible to
measure during sleep is a significant ECG which reflects sound breathing signals and
consequently, we have selected a significant ECG lead.
We first explain correlation between the autonomic nervous system and breathing and
intend to introduce HIF which can effectively replace correlation between the HRV
representing the autonomic nervous system and breathing and HRV. And we explain the
signal processing method used in this study and finally, we introduce the ECG classification
algorithm based on HIF.

2. Autonomic nervous system and respiration

2.1 Autonomic nervous system
The human body is adjusted by the autonomic nervous system which maintains the balance
of the internal environment with regards to changes of the internal and external
environment. This is directly operated for enjoying healthy life by maintaining life
preservation activity and homeostasis within the human body. The autonomic nervous
system involves in functions which cannot be controlled consciously just like metabolism
such as digestion, breathing and sweat. The autonomic nervous system is anatomically
divided again into the two nervous systems of sympathetic nervous system and
parasympathetic nervous system and these two are controlled through antagonism, which is
a method that another one is suppressed if one becomes active. The sympathetic nervous
system becomes active when physical or mental stress becomes immense while generating
various reactions of physical constitutions for the homeostasis maintenance of the human
body and in preparation for emergency situations. Reactions required for responding to
these stresses due to the activation of the sympathetic nervous system and the supply of
energy appears and consequently, blood pressure and the number of heartbeats increases,
the pupils expand and gooseflesh is generated. On the contrary to operations of this sympathetic nervous system, the parasympathetic nervous system becomes activated if one’s status is comfortable. The parasympathetic nerve is distributed within the internal organs of the human body and maintains a smooth function by adjusting the internal organ functions. If the parasympathetic nervous system is activated, the number of heartbeats and blood pressure decreases and the whole body is operated directionally to secure energy as the digestive enzyme secretion becomes active with lots of blood circulation in digestive organs. The parasympathetic nerve is very local and impacts rippling into the whole body are little compared to the influence of the sympathetic nerve but it plays a very important role in the homeostasis adjustment mechanism. However, these two do not always operate in the opposite direction and operate in cooperation according to some organs.

A method, which judges the most accurate autonomic nervous system of the human body, is the way to evaluating by analyzing the nerve transmission material of the autonomic nervous system in blood, but it is difficult to evaluate realistically because the metabolism hours of the transmission materials of the autonomic nerve are very short and it must be measured in invasion. In addition, the electric physiological inspection regarding the autonomic nerve has a limit which is difficult to directly apply to the human body because it must be carried out by surgical operation such as severance of nerve, etc (Park et al., 2004). Therefore, recently, an indirect method, which observes the activity of the autonomic nervous system through the activity of the cardiopulmonary vascular system reflecting the best autonomic nervous system, is used broadly. Evaluating the autonomic nervous system by extracting activity information of the autonomic nerve from signals of the cardiopulmonary vascular system can be regarded as very significant because a method measuring activity of the cardiopulmonary vascular system is very convenient and used broadly compared to other methods.

2.2 Relationship between breathing and the autonomic nervous system

The operation of breathing is basically the operation of the somatic nervous system of the musculoskeletal system. Breathing can adjust coughing quickly and slowly if we want by using the somatic nervous system. We implement these adjustments by commanding orders to lower the motor neuron at the back of the cerebrum cortex. If we want to use the diaphragm quietly and deliberately when we breathe the axon signals are delivered to the diaphragm through the diaphragm nerve by commanding orders to lower the motor neuron.

The autonomic nervous system has a mutual interaction relation with the somatic nervous system. Let’s review from the viewpoint of breathing. When the human body is active in physical sports and exercises, the number of heartbeats increase due to the autonomic nervous system and the output quantity of the heartbeats also increases, and at this time, breathing is adjusted as the autonomic nervous system sends signals to the somatic nervous system for fulfilling the oxygen quantity required for the human body. The adjustment of breathing immediately provides impacts on the autonomic nervous system after the completion of sports and exercises and the parasympathetic nerve is activated to operate the human body to reach a stable status. This operates in the same method when people take sleep. The somatic nervous system induces the most stable breathing when taking sleep. At this time, induced breathing is deeply involved in the activity of the parasympathetic nervous system of the autonomic nervous system (Song and Lehrer, 2003).
2.3 Autonomic nervous system and heart rate variability

The heartbeat change rate does not mean changes of the maximum or minimum number of heartbeat per minute appearing on the ECG recorder, but is to measure the variation from one heart cycle to the next heart cycle. That is, the HRV signals mean the level of the variation of the heartbeats and we can obtain information from a finer variation from one heart cycle to the next heart cycle. The heartbeat change rate represents the cardiovascular control mechanism, which changes endlessly, and quantifies the changing trend of heartbeats (Noh et al, 2008).

The heartbeat change rate changes every moment by the homeostasis mechanism which is adjusted by the autonomic nervous system. We judge the status of the human body only with these changes and we judge that there is a problem in the adjustment mechanism of the autonomic nervous system if there is almost no change during the stable period and on the contrary, we can judge that it is in a healthy status if changes are active.

The autonomic nervous system evaluation by the heartbeat change rate can be divided into a method using parameters in the time domain, a method using the parameters in the frequency domain and a method, which uses these in both domains. A method using parameters in the time domain evaluates the autonomic nervous system based on the hourly statistical data of the degree of the changes of heartbeats and also evaluates with the component size of the section by obtaining a power spectrum density (PSD) at signals of intervals between R

![Fig. 1. HRV PSD (upper) in normal daily life and HRV PSD during deep sleep (lower)](www.intechopen.com)
peaks within a fixed times (typically 5 min) in the frequency domain. In particular, in the frequency domain, activities of the sympathetic nervous system and parasympathetic nervous system can be directly evaluated by using PSD (Task Force of the ESC & NASPE, 1996).

If we observe the frequency domain of the HRV signals, we can observe through the activity of the parasympathetic nervous system range by breathing because breathing signals receive the impacts of the parasympathetic nervous system of the autonomic nervous system. Breathing provides impacts on the high frequency (HF) range in the frequency domain of HRV signals and it appears, in general, in 0.15 ~ 0.4 Hz. However, in recent research, the necessity to observe in a lower frequency range was emphasized because there is almost no new volume activity and it is in a very stable status during sleep. As seen in Fig. 1, actual sleep breathing signals are much lower and stable than breathing frequency in normal daily life. So, in this study, the level of activation is evaluated through the PSD of 0.1 ~ 0.4 Hz section. If we compare the HF range section among the HF range of the HRV and the frequency range of the EDR extracted from the ECG, we can evaluate how a well measured ECG reflects breathing signals (Aysin and Aysin, 2006; Choi et al., 1999; Cammann and Michel, 2002).

Fig. 2. HRV PSD(upper) in normal daily life and HRV PSD during deep sleep (lower)
2.4 Relationship between heart rate variability and heart instantaneous frequency
HRV and HIF extracted from the ECG are the same signals basically. It is because the modulation frequency, which is generated while intervals between each R peak is changed due to heartbeats, forms a fundamental frequency owned by the ECG and the HIF is the expression by finding out at every moment the maximum value of the fundamental frequency band changing every moment. In particular, HIF extracts the instantaneous frequency response of heart activity and was reported to have close correlation with HRV signals (Barros and Ohnishi, 2001). The HIF signals acquired from the ECG have the same form of time series of HRV and HIF can also provide the autonomic nervous system information which HRV provides. In addition, it can become the efficient alternative plan of the HRV in a ubiquitous healthcare environment because it can be extracted in time-frequency analysis base without a stage to detect R peak in ECG signals and has a much lower sampling rate and little signal processing courses than the HRV (Noh et al., 2008). Figure 2 and 3 are in comparison by obtaining each HRV and HIF regarding the ECG during the stable period. If we compare after normalizing the two signals, it is possible to confirm that they are almost the same signals and it can be noticed that there is almost no difference even in the PSD analysis.

Fig. 3. PSD comparison (amplitude (upper), error (lower)) of HRV and HIF
3. Methodology

3.1 ECG measurement system using textile electrode

ECG lead I and lead III were measured by using the conductive textile electrode for measuring the ECG during sleep without consciousness and binding. The motions of the human body during sleep can be largely divided into lying left/right, lying supine and lying on one's front and the ECG lead, which can efficiently respond to these, was judged as I and III. Each ECG is measured continuously during sleep and the quality of breathing information is judged by calculating EDR and HIF with 5 minutes of data measured every 5 minutes. As seen in Fig. 4, electrodes (75cm × 41cm) of lead I are positioned on both shoulders for measurement and electrodes of lead III are measured through the neck electrode(103 cm × 50 cm) in the form of a pillow and the electrode (149 cm × 41 cm) of both legs. The conductive textile electrodes used in the test were coated with silver (Ag) and was selected in material property which does not aggravate users during sleep. And, the data was collected by additionally installing a thorax belt breath measurement device (AD instruments Powerlab, AUS) for comparison with actual breathing. The ECG signals are measured for 6 hours during a night and actually use 4 hours of data after subtracting one hour at the start and one at the end. This was carried out for using data during sufficiently deep sleep. ECG and breathing signals were acquired with the sampling rate of 500Hz and the ECG was acquired through self-developed module. The ECG module transmits data real-time to an automated ECG classification system to be suggested in this study by connecting with PC and wireless (bluetooth) or cable (RS232) communication. The examinees who have been selected and implemented are healthy and without sleep apnea or respiratory quotient pain disease. The average age of them was 23.5 years old ± 2.59 (mean ± SD), height was 176.3 cm ± 5.75, body weight was 77.7 kg ± 10.55 and Body Mass Index (BMI) was 24.94 ± 2.81. It was arranged that all examinees slept wearing running shirts and shorts.

Fig. 4. Deployment map of conductive textile electrode
3.2 Extraction algorithm of ECG-derived respiration (EDR)
We use the EDR as it provides impacts on ECG, and which changes of impedance within the thorax according to the inflow and outflow of air in the breathing cycle are measured in electrodes contacted with the skin. Short period changes of thorax impedance indicate the filling and the exhausting of lungs and this phenomenon becomes the base of change records of impedance volume. Physical impacts of these breaths are appearing in changes of the amplitude of vibration in the ECG. In inhaling breath, the thorax impedance is increased as the volume is increased due to the inflow of air. The amplitude of the ECG to be measured by an electrode becomes smaller due to the impacts of the increased thorax impedance. On the contrary to this, in exhaling breath, thorax impedance is reduced as the volume is reduced due to the outflow of air. The amplitude of the ECG to be measured by an electrode becomes bigger due to the reduced thorax impedance. However, as mentioned in the introduction, the breath generates RSA regarding heart activity in addition to size of the ECG. The number of heartbeats of a person is decided by the activity frequency of SA node with a cardiac pacemaker. This frequency is decided in balance of activities between the sympathetic nerve and the vagus nerve of the heart in SA node. In here, changes of breath are reflected in heart activity because the vagus nerve receives impacts with each breath. That is, during inhalation, R peak intervals of the ECG becomes short due to the reduction of activity of the vagus nerve and during exhalation, R peak intervals become longer due to the activity of vagus nerve. And it can be considered that the interval differences between the R peaks of the ECG due to inhalation and exhalation indicates RSA.

The most general method for inducing ECG-derived respiratory (EDR) is by using the size of the amplitude of vibration of the ECG is a method which goes through a ECG

![Flow chart for EDR extraction.](www.intechopen.com)
measurement, a whole processing course removing baseline changes using median filtering, the ECG R peak detection and the QRS section area calculation, the movement average calculation of the obtained section area and cubic-spline interpolation, and the multi regression processing course to remove DC and low frequency components of finally induced signals. However, a method using the size of the amplitude of the vibration of the ECG can show a big error in the section area in cases when the ECG is distorted by motions, etc which can be generated during sleep. Therefore, in this study, a method obtaining amplitude or the QRS section area of the accurate R wave of the ECG was not used, but the frequency modulation based breath extraction method, which extracts EDR by using intervals between R peaks of the ECG receiving impacts by breathing, was used. If we can obtain only the R peak intervals in ECG to be measured in case of using this method, it has the possible advantage to extract breathing signals. Breathing signals were extracted through a baseline wandering removing course using the high pass filter, interval

Fig. 6. Signal processing course extracting EDR. (a) ECG raw data, (b) The course of pre-signal processing (power interference noise cancelling & baseline wandering elimination), (c) The course of R-peak detection (Marked as red circle at ECG raw data), (d) The course of cubic-spline interpolation, and (e) The extracted EDR signal.
calculation between R waves through R wave detection and of course the band pass filter (0.2 ~ 0.8 Hz). Figure 5 shows the signal processing course and Figure 6 shows the signal processing result of each course.

3.3 Extraction algorithm of instantaneous heart frequency

A model having the basic frequency, which changes according to times, is necessary because the heart does not beat in a fixed ratio. For example, it is to make the heartbeat or heart frequency by changes of breathing through classifying the RSA, which modulates the ECG frequency according to changes of the breath. Under the given signal, each instantaneous angle frequency \( w(t) \) is calculated by using the equation (1) and the equation (2). In here, \( H[s(t)] \) is the Hilbert Transform value of the signal.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Phi(t) &= \arctan \left( \frac{-H[s(t)]}{s(t)} \right) \\
\frac{d\Phi(t)}{dt} &= w(t)
\end{align*}
\]

The HIF signal is extracted from the spectrum response of the ECG. The ECG signal \( z(t) \) must be effectively filtered from instantaneous frequency, which a new signal \( s(t) \) with a basic frequency that is extracted, because it has multiple harmonics. Therefore, the filter characteristic for the fundamental frequency, which changes according to the times, must be changed properly in compliance to situations.
First, the extract course is an estimation of the spectrum graph. The spectrum graph of the ECG signal $z(t)$ is defined in window function suggested in equation (3) according to the ECG signal $z(t)$.

$$P(t, f) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left| \int e^{-2\pi f t} z(t) h(t-h) \, dt \right|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In second, we can be found the frequency values corresponding to the maximum values of $P(t, f)$ of each point of time of frequency scope. When the founded value is considered $\delta(t)$, it can be expressed in equation (4).

$$\delta(t) = \arg \max \left\{ P(t, f) \right\}_{\alpha}^{\beta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

As a frequency value limiting scope in equation (4) it can be defined as $\alpha$ and $\delta(t)$ is defined as $\delta(t)$ at $t$. In addition, equation (4) represents an algorithm finding the maximum value of $P(t, f)$ along the frequency axle with intervals of $|$.$\alpha, \beta$$. In third, instantaneous frequency can be calculated by using a band pass filter in the vicinity of the central frequency given at each point. In particular, the wavelet is used for the composition of filters. The basic wavelet is a little modification of the Gabor function, which is limited to all time and frequency domains. The equations are implemented according to the spectrum response movement of the filter at the central frequency. Therefore, the basic wavelet during short hour interval ($\Omega$) is given like equation (5) and (6). The filtered signal in intervals $\Omega$ is given by equation (7).

$$\psi(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \exp \left( -\pi \left[ \frac{\delta(t)}{2} \right]^2 \right) \cos \left( 2\pi \int_\Omega \delta(t) \, dt \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\overline{\delta(t)} = \frac{1}{\Omega} \sum \delta(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$S_\Omega(t) = \int_\Omega z_\Omega (\tau) \psi(t-\tau) \, d\tau$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

4. Results and discussion

4.1 EDR evaluation

We have compared the EDR extracted from each lead with actual breathing. The purpose of this evaluation was to show that EDR extracted during sleeping is not always the same as actual breathing. EDR can show significant differences with actual breathing in case when the original ECG signals are not good as explained in the extraction course because it goes through the signal processing course between the R peak detection of the ECG and interpolation. In addition, as seen in Table 1, the actual respiratory quotient and the breathing of the EDR extracted from each lead appear in distribution of lead I and lead III without being
concentrated on one lead. This means that the ECG of other lead has been distorted due to the motions of examinee and the external interference noises during sleep and it provides meaning to the necessity of the classification of a significant ECG suggested in this study.

We have analyzed a section of 4 hours when the examinee took a deep sleep and did not limit the sleeping habits of the examinee during sleep. We have evaluated the relativity with actual breathing based on the respiratory quotient and have confirmed the correlation between actual breathing in lead I and lead III under the unit of 1 hour and extracted the EDR regarding data during the sleep of each examinee.

Big differences of correlation coefficient between the leads per hour in the sleep information of several examinees (A, F, H, I and J) can be considered as they were basically the motions of the examinee during sleep. It mainly occurs when the conductive textile electrode
forming each lead does not contact well with the skin according to changes of sleeping postures. In particular, in the case of examinee C, from the second hour, it noticed that the signal processing for extracting the EDR was not operated properly because the quality of the ECG signal from the electrode deteriorated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>1st hour</th>
<th>2nd hour</th>
<th>3rd hour</th>
<th>4th hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lead I</td>
<td>lead III</td>
<td>lead I</td>
<td>lead III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Correlation coefficient comparison between actual breathing and the EDR of each extracted lead

### 4.2 Optimum ECG lead selection algorithm during sleep by using HIF

ECG data during actual sleep receive lots of impacts from the motions of the examinee and external interference noises. In particular, because the conductive textile electrode used as an electrode is not attached to the body of an examinee so it is possible to measure the ECG without binding and the consciousness of the examinee, but it is easily exposed to impacts from surrounding noise. So, we have developed an algorithm which can automatically classify the ECG including significant breath signals by evaluating each of the two leads measured during sleep.

The ECGs (lead I and lead III) measured during sleep apply the algorithm after an elapse of one hour from the start of sleeping. Each ECG data is divided into the unit of 5 minutes and classification work is implemented in real-time. 5 minutes unit ECG is measured in each ECG lead extracts EDR and HIF signals and transforms them again into a frequency range respectively. We select the optimum lead, which reflects breathing information well, by comparing the PSD of the two transformed signals and we classify and store them automatically. Figure 9 is the system screen which has realized the automatic selection algorithm of the ECG lead. The program was realized with LabVIEW 8.6 (National Instruments, USA).

Judgment standard analyzes how much high relativity does the PSD of EDR extracted in each lead have by comparing it to the PSD of HIF signals. HIF signals are not largely distorted by the motions of the examinee or external interference noises because it is based on instantaneous frequency component according to each time of information of measured ECG signals and also because it can be obtained without various courses required for HRV analysis or extracting EDR. Therefore, more stable and high reliability information can be obtained. So, in this study, we judge whether EDR extracted based on the standard of frequency analysis obtained from HIF signals has meaning or not and can classify the corresponding ECG as significant information. Figure 10 is a flow map of the algorithm for the automatic classification of the ECG leads suggested in this study.
Automated Selection of Optimal ECG Lead Using Heart Instantaneous Frequency During Sleep

Fig. 9. Automatic classification system screen (LabVIEW)

Fig. 10. Selection algorithm block diagram
In general HRV frequency analysis, shows the impacts of the parasympathetic nerve of the autonomic nervous system which includes breathing information appear mainly in the HF range of 0.15 ~ 0.4 Hz. However, as seen in Fig. 1, the intervals of breathing become larger and the quantity of one breath increases as a person becomes stabilized physically and mentally when the human body enters deep sleep. In reality, it can be activated in a much lower range than this one (Aysin and Aysin, 2006; Choi et al., 1999; Cammann and Michel, 2002). Therefore, in this study, it was evaluated by expanding the HF range into 0.1 ~ 0.4 Hz. Figure 11 shows the evaluation with regard to 1 hour(3rd) of examinee D in the unit of 5 minutes through the comparison of correlation between the PSD of HIF and the one of EDR. We have basically judged and selected that the ECG lead, which has a high correlation coefficient among the two leads, and includes actual breathing properly during sleep. However, even if it is a lead with relatively high correlation, if the correlation coefficient is below an absolute number (<0.5), the two leads are all judged as meaningless signals. Even though we store the ECG with relatively high correlation coefficient, we did not classify them as significant ECG signals. Figure 12 shows the signal processing status when the ECG was distorted due to the motions of the examinee during sleep and also when the ECG was measured stably. In this case, lead I was discarded and the ECG of lead III was classified and stored.

5. Conclusion

HIF can provide frequency information like HRV, which is a biometric signal representing the best autonomic nervous system. Based on this fact, we can classify significant ECG signals which include accurate actual breathing information during sleep. We have developed algorithm which can automatically select and classify the significant ECG signals successively through PSD correlation analysis between the HIF signal and EDR which are acquired in the leads by acquiring the ECG with two leads (Lead I and III) in preparation for cases when the signal processing of the ECG is difficult due to motions or external interference noise, which can be generated during sleep. The continuous classification of the significant ECG acquired during sleep has a very important meaning and through the result of this study, it is believed that the very accurate and useful information can be provided to the sleep apnea symptom patients who need the accurate diagnosis or people who need breathing monitoring.
Fig. 12. Significant ECG lead (Right), and a lead which is not significant (Left)
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Electrocardiograms are one of the most widely used methods for evaluating the structure-function relationships of the heart in health and disease. This book is the first of two volumes which reviews recent advancements in electrocardiography. This volume lays the groundwork for understanding the technical aspects of these advancements. The five sections of this volume, Cardiac Anatomy, ECG Technique, ECG Features, Heart Rate Variability and ECG Data Management, provide comprehensive reviews of advancements in the technical and analytical methods for interpreting and evaluating electrocardiograms. This volume is complemented with anatomical diagrams, electrocardiogram recordings, flow diagrams and algorithms which demonstrate the most modern principles of electrocardiography. The chapters which form this volume describe how the technical impediments inherent to instrument-patient interfacing, recording and interpreting variations in electrocardiogram time intervals and morphologies, as well as electrocardiogram data sharing have been effectively overcome. The advent of novel detection, filtering and testing devices are described. Foremost, among these devices are innovative algorithms for automating the evaluation of electrocardiograms.
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